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Operation
1) Free Mode
a. When the Vehicleis Travelling Straight
There is practically no speeddifference betweenthe front and rear wheels the vehicle is running straight
a constant speed. In this condition, the transfer clutch hub, drive sprocket and rear output shaft rotate
at the samespeed.That is, they rotate together with the center differential unit. In this case,the driving
force from the transfer clutch hub is distributed uniformly and transmitted to the front and rear wheels
from the planetary pinion carrier.
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b. Whenthe Vehicleis Cornering
If a speeddifference is generated between the front and rear wheels due to a turn, etc., the planetary
pinion of the center differential unit rotates and absorbsthe speeddifference. For example, if the speed
of the front wheels becomes greaterthan the speed of the rear wheels, the front drive sprocket rotates
faster than the transfer clutch hub. As a result, the planetary carrier rotates faster, but in the samedirection as the planetary ring gear. This causesthe pinion gear (outer), which is meshed with the planetary
ring gear, to rotate in the opposite direction while orbiting (revolving) the ring gear in the samedirection. As a result, the other pinion gear (inner) rotates in the same direction as the ring gear and the rotation of the rear output shaft becomes slower than that of the drive sprocket by the amount of the rotating
of the pinion gear.
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2) Lock Mode
The center differential lock sleeve moves to the right, enabling the inner teeth of the center differential
lock sleeve to mesh with the rear output shaft.
As a result, the center differential stops operating and assumesa locked state.
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